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About This Game

You drift around a corner at 500 mph, activate turbo boost, and blast through the sound barrier. You lock eyes on your
opponent, and the lasers mounted on your hood follow your vision. A few crisp bursts and you’re dodging a tumbling mass of
fire. No time to marvel--that next corner is coming fast as you race on a track with more twists and loops than a roller coaster.

Welcome to hyperspeed combat racing. Welcome to Bank Limit.

Many ways to play
Supports Oculus, Vive and traditional 2D displays. Uses both Oculus and Vive native libraries to support platform-specific
features such as Asynchronous Time Warp. Plug and play with Xbox 360, Xbox One, Vive, Keyboard & Mouse and Steam

Controllers.

Cross-platform multiplayer
Play with your friends and frenemies. Everyone plays together whether you have a VR headset or not.

Take flight at will
Disengage from the track, soar over your opponents, and then lock back down to secure victory.

Fastest game ever
With top speeds ranging from 800 to 10,000 mph, discover what true hyperspeed racing feels like.

With 20 Tracks for combat racing, 3 Battle Arenas for deathmatch play, and 9 weapons for destruction, the possibilities for
mayhem are endless. Bank Limit: Advanced Battle Racing will be supported post-launch with new content that players will be
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able to vote on.
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Title: Bank Limit : Advanced Battle Racing
Genre: Racing
Developer:
Tastee Beverage Studios, LLC
Publisher:
Tastee Beverage Studios, LLC
Release Date: 16 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Window 7

Processor: i5 4590 or AMD 8350 FX 8350

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970 or AMD R9 290

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4 GB available space

Additional Notes: Minimum specs for VR support

English
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You got me \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed up if you don't think i'm playing this during sex. I bought this DLC and whilst the
engines are nice, the route is straight up broken. This is a shame, as the shunting yard is really cool, and it's decorated in a great
atmospheric fashion.

The game will go black, apart from the control UI overlay, and it'll read "1.$", and that isn't a typo. It does this in the career
scenarios, and free roam. This will completely crash the game and you will have to restart. Give Train Sims loading times, this is
certainly very annoying. Especially when restarting the game does nothing to fix the in-game problems with this map.

This will happen when going over certain points, and when doing certain actions. I'm not sure if this is something to do with my
system, or the DLC just being straight up broken, but I wouldn't recommend it. It's a cheap way of getting the European Loco
and Asset Pack, if you want it, but other than that it's totally useless. I'm very disappointed. I'm trying to get a hold of DTG, and
will update if there are any changes or resolutions, but I've just spent \u00a35 of my very limited entertainment budget and feel
pretty sad about buying something that doesn't work.. It was a very fun and addictive game with very rich content. I loved the
girls and want to marry one of them. Especially the one on her knees ;). Solid unit! Add's to the dream of the Sharpe army of
musket weilding mercs!. it is a great game but does not work with windows 7 , 8 and 10 they need to fix problem. If you are
bored and want to waste 30mins but also have 79p laying around, then get this or go outside and buy some food... I clearly made
the wrong decision.. My computer won't handle Kerbal Space Program, but I am incredibly interested in the type of game.
SimpleRockets is great! Decievingly complex... easy to learn, difficult to master game.. Didn't bother reading any of the
tutorial... but I was soon rewarded with numerous dead turtles generally floating around the place.

If you pick it up for only 2 dollars like I did then it's not too bad for a dodgy sim\/sandbox\/etc game.. If you're going to make
an intentionally-frustrating game, you need to make it polished.

For example, if a player tries challenge mode, the game should not overwrite the player's story mode save, in which he had
reached but not beaten the final boss.

That's not where the frustration is supposed to come from.. This is a very promising game that is VERY unfinished as of now
(2\/2\/16). I searched the dev's website for updates but didn't see any from the past couple of months, so I'm kind of thinking
this game is abandoned. If they continue to update this game, it really could be great.
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It's still pretty early, rough around the edges, and still a bit crash-y at times, but as a Vive owner, this game is *exactly* the sort
of thing I've been waiting and hoping for years for!

If haven't played enough 'artificial motion' VR games to get your VR legs yet, you'll need to stick with the teleportation
movement option, at least to start. If you don't have your VR legs (think 'sea legs'), the standard movement option *will* make
you feel nauseous - at least on your first few plays. The solution to that is to take off the VR headset as soon as you start to feel
nausea, and take a break until it passes, then get back into the game afterward. You can build up a tollerance and get your VR
legs pretty quickly that way.

Once you've got your VR legs though, this game is a friggin' pioneer of *hell-yea*! You can use standard FPS movement to
move around the arenas, while still using your real body to aim your weapon, hide, or duck for cover. The game also has an
option to allow for jumping and grappling hook movement in VR, which does *awesome* things for combat when your
stomach is ready to handle it.

I hope-hope-hope that more people pick up this game and work their way up to being able to handle the awesome-magic of
controller-based-movement in VR because it is *awesome* and opens up some *amazing* possibilities for VR gaming (for
those who learn to handle it).

For now though, you can populate matches with bots if you can't find others to play with, which is pretty enjoyable on it's own,
IMO.. Cheap and fun... I played it a fair bit right now and I enjoyed it but it seems a tad too grindy and finnicky in the way the
conga line gets when it starts getting bigger with all the enemies on screen in the later levels.

Still, not bad at all and fun in spurts to be sure. Getting the heroes maxed out at 3 stars takes far too long for my taste though.. I
bought it to support the devs I swear.. I walked to first town and then one of the NPCs decided to block a door trapping me
inside of a building. I had to punch him to get him to move. the entire town turned on me and labeled me a bandit and killed me.
This title carried over after I respawned.
Ok.. More like Fallout than Mad Max, truth be told. While one can play it as just a postapocalyptic car sim, between the  super
mutants, the lasers, the robots, the vampires and the rocket ship , it's kind of like a hybrid. The romance seemed phoned-in, at
best, and the only character I really remember well was the   AI , who, by the way, one should totally have been able to romance.
All in all, it's fairly fun, and weird in a good way.. This is a great game and I had a blast playing it in 2019.

To address the mixed reviews I think I understand what is going on here. When you hold this title up against its predecessor
there are some things missing from this title which I think warrant some peoples complaints namely: there's not much of the
game that is destructible which is sorely missed since it was such a huge aspect of the first game, and its shorter than the first
game (it was a perfect length imho but to each his own). Those are valid complaints when you compare it with the first game
and I guess I just wish they had named it something other than Red Faction because when you look at the game without
comparing it to its predecessor its great!

What you get in place of those aspects that are missing is a more exciting action packed game with more interesting NPCs, great
voice acting (the great actor Jason Statham voices one of the characters!), excellent vehicle levels to add variety and interesting
boss fights. The story had twists and turns which kept it interesting all the way through. This whole game was cinematic.

The gunplay is excellent. All of the weapons feel appropriately powerful and make a big impact which makes the basic shooting
in the game (which is the core of the gameplay) feel fantastic. Its a joy to play and I had a blast.

I played it in 4k with max settings and it looked better than I expected it to tbh.
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